Abstract-A novel 2-Terminal, 3-Cell, Mechanical-Stack (2T3CMS) is designed and simulated in Silvaco Atlas to overcome instrinsic limitations of state-of-the-art designs. Indium-Gallium-Phosphide, Gallium-Arsenide and Germanium back-contact solar cells are current-matched and connected in series to achieve 32.5% and 29.2% power conversion efficiency at AM1.5G and AM0 (300 K), respectively. Two-terminal operation permits a variety of series and/or parallel-connection topologies for module operation. Research is underway to improve efficiency through the use of optimal bandgap materials.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mechanically-stacked (MS) solar cells gained popularity in the early days of cell design before advancements in MetalOrganic Chemical Vapor Deposition (MOCVD) and Epitaxial-Lift-Off (ELO) technology enabled precise fabrication of monolithic multi-junction (MMJ) cells [1] . Although MMJ cells dominate the market for space applications, cost can be prohibitive for terrestrial use. The less-expensive and more straight-forward approach of mechanically joining single-junction (SJ) cells is an attractive alternative, especially for back-contact cells that do not lend themselves to MMJ design.
This work builds upon previous research that introduced patent-pending "Emitter-less, Back-surface, Alternating Contact (EBAC) solar cell technology [2] - [5] . EBAC technology eliminates the p-n junction associated with the emitter/bulk interface to boost output voltage, employs backsurface contacts to improve photogeneration, and utilizes heterocontacts to selectively accept charge carriers for highefficiency operation. In this paper, EBAC technology is leveraged in three solar cell designs to produce a novel 2-Terminal, 3-Cell, Mechanical-Stack (2T3CMS) simulated in Silvaco Atlas. Generally, MS designs are leveraged to avoid the requirement to match currents; however, we adopted the MS approach because EBAC technology requires minority and majority carrier transport toward the back surface.
II. SCIENTIFIC INNOVATION AND RELEVANCE
To the best of the authors' knowledge, a 2T3CMS cell that implements back-contact technology has not been presented before in literature. Additionally, we introduce the first InGaP cell with back-surface contacts to join with the GaAs-EBAC cell introduced in [2] . Finally, an innovative Ge-EBAC cell is designed and simulated to complete the stack. Consequently, the research is relevant as a new method to achieve highefficiency operation in a three-cell mechanical stack.
III. SOLAR CELL SIMULATION IN SILVACO ATLAS
Silvaco Atlas is a semiconductor device simulator that predicts the electrical characteristics associated with semiconductor structures under bias conditions [6] . The simulator constructs two-dimensional (2D) or 3D physical models and solves differential equations at numerous points throughout the structure to simulate the transport of charge carriers through a device. Physical modeling provides insight into the internal operation of a solar cell and displays data in a visual platform called TonyPlot. GaAs, InGaP and Ge-EBAC cells modeled in Atlas are shown in Figures 1-3 . The back-surface-field is split on either side of the model to produce symmetry, which is important for modeling carrier diffusion in EBAC cells. InGaP-EBAC and GaAs-EBAC cell back-surface contacts are optimally thinned to maximize transparency and minimize resistance.
The 2T3CMS cell is shown in Fig. 4 . Silicon epoxy (DC93-500) was simulated using a Dow Corning 7059 glass refractive index available, and semiconductor absorption and extinction coefficients were assigned over each material's spectral range using refractive index data from [7] . Material properties were obtained from [8] - [10] . References [3] and [4] expound experimentally-derived material properties and other important factors important for accurate solar cell simulation. Photogeneration rate in each model was verified mathematically by calculating photon absorption at various cell depths and comparing results to model output as explained in [1] . A triple-layer coating consisting of MgF2/Al2O3/ZnS was optimized for a 300-1900 nm spectrum and applied to the front surface to minimize external reflection, while single-layer ZnS ARCs were applied at epoxy interfaces to minimize internal reflection. 2T3CMS current-density vs. voltage (J-V) curves are shown in Fig. 5 . The appearance of the J-V curves indicates that the Ge-EBAC cell produces more current-density than is required, which suggests that optimization is necessary; however, the lower FF of the Ge-EBAC cell requires additional short-circuit current to produce sufficient current-density at the operating point.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
2T3CMS output parameters at AM1.5G, 300 K are shown Table I ; output parameters at AM0, 300 K are shown Table II . The only design characteristics that changed significantly during optimization for the AM0 spectrum was the reduction of InGaP-EBAC cell absorption layer thickness to match currents and enable a dual-terminal connection topology. 2T3CMS External Quantum Efficiency (EQE) is shown in Fig. 6 , and spectrum absorption is shown in Fig. 7 . Both figures indicate good performance in the 300 to 1900 nm optical wavelength range as expected.
V. SUMMARY
We presented for the first time a 2T3CMS with 32.5% and 29.2% power conversion efficiency at AM1.5G and AM0, respectively. We believe that modeling a 2T3CMS is useful because it demonstrates a path to higher efficiency by enabling the use of EBAC technology in MJ cell design. Efficiency can be further improved by using optimal bandgap materials such as In 0.51 Ga 0.49 P, E G 1.74 eV; In 0.20 Ga 0.80 As, E G 1.17 eV; In 0.60 Ga 0.40 As, E G 0.7 eV. Ideal bandgap semiconductors were not used in this simulation because experimentally derived material properties (i.e. refractive indices, carrier lifetime, etc.) were not available to ensure accurate modeling; however, prototypes fabrication will permit the use of optimal bandgap materials, which is the next step for this research. 
